Was there another choice for
a new terminal in Gander?
(by RG Pelley 2016/07/19)

On 19 June 1959, Queen Elizabeth 2 arrived in Gander as part of a
Royal tour of Canada.

During that trip, Canadian authorities were proud to profit from her
presence for the official inauguration of the new international terminal.

This of course was the terminal as we it know today – but may no
longer know in the future. It was grandiose, in keeping with the
planning done in the early 50s, when it was thought that Gander
would always be an essential hub for trans-Atlantic travel and a main
welcoming point for international visitors to Canada. The photo below
from the mid-80s shows in a way what planners of the early 50s
might have visualised for Gander of the future, including everything
from private jets and regular passenger services to a supersonic
Concorde.

Unfortunately, this did not come to pass as planned. Most aircraft
destined for overseas travel no longer need to refuel in Gander. The
Concorde exists no more, killed mainly by high fuel prices – which
tumbled dramatically not so many years later. Except in special cases
such as on 9-11, Gander has become what the Saturday Evening
Post in the late 40s called a “pit stop”. We even hear bandied about
those terrible words like downsizing, scaling-down and taper-back.
Was there another choice? Could a new terminal have been built in
another place than what was then called the American side? Could it
have been built more cheaply?

A brochure very kindly provided by KLM Royal Dutch Airlines in
Amsterdam might give a hint at the answer. Part of the text of the
brochure is shown below:

A careful reading of this text will quickly make us realize that we are
not talking about the new terminal inaugurated by Queen Elizabeth 2
in 1959. This brochure from 1954 speaks rather of completely
redoing the old terminal in hanger 22.

The artist’s rendition below gives a very good idea what both the
interior and exterior might have looked like. (Use your zoom as
necessary.)

The exact source of the brochure is unknown but appears to have
been written or translated by a talented but non-native English
speaker and is mostly likely based on some preliminary concept
document.
As can be seen, the whole of hangar 22 would have entirely
transformed in a manner similar to many modern terminals with a
view of the tarmac and runways. A finger would have projected from
the southeast corner for passenger comfort during bad weather.
In a sense, what these designers might have hoping for could have
perhaps looked a bit like this photo, showing modern jets parked near
hangar 22 during the 9-11 crisis :

While these modern jets take more ramp space than a Constellation,
a Stratocruiser or a DC-7, there was a lot of space for expansion
even with the planned runway extensions. Why was a new one built
rather than renovating the old?
There were probably two reasons. Firstly Gander had a lot of traffic in
the mid-50s (over 1000 airplanes and 20000 passengers a month). It
was probably thought very difficult to both maintain efficient
operations and carry out the renovations at the same time.
Secondly, authorities wanted Gander to be a showplace, a window to
Canada’s culture and energy, styling it as a forward-looking country.
It was to exhibit some of the finest examples of art, sculpture, design
and architecture that Canada could offer - even if the designers were
not necessarily Canadian! Furnishings by the world’s leading
designers such as Americans Charles and Ray Eames, Danish Arne
Jacobsen, and Canadian Robin Bush made it all very modern.
Kenneth Lochhead’s 12'x 72' Egg tempura on panel, "Flight and Its
Allegories” and Arthur Price’s bronze sculpture "Welcoming Birds" on
a terrazzo floor from Italy would be at home in any museum.

The cost of the new terminal in the 1950s was about 3.1 m$ at the
time or about 36m$ or so today. The cost of renovating the old one,
even including extra ramp space, might have been less in an already
constructed hangar. But translated into today’s terms, it does not
change much. As well, hangar 22 served its purpose in other ways,
notably as a base for Eastern Provincial Airways for many years,
providing a welcome economic contribution.
Gander had the airport and the terminal that all the others would like
to have had. For everyone from heads of state in first class to
students in the cheap seats, the new terminal was a window not only
unto a modern, artistically and technologically developed nation. It
also provided a glimpse of what it meant to be Canadian.
Though times change, it was money well spent.

